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Vitis tool flow

Introduction to Vitis
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Goal 
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Understand the Vitis tool flow
 How a design is compiled to a software application and 

hardware kernel
 How to boost application performance
 How to debug and verify your design
 What the Vitis Analyzer is for
 What other help is available

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of this section is to understand the Vitis tool flow, including –* How the source code for a design gets compiled into the software part for the CPU, and the hardware kernels for the FPGAHow to boost the performance of an applicationDebug and verification options in VitisWhat the Vitis Analyzer can do,And what other features are available in the tools to help you build and optimize your designs
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Vitis Development Environment

Eclipse-based IDE

Develop, profile and deploy Xilinx 
accelerated applications

Concurrent programming of host 
application and hardware kernels

Automatic build and execution 
flows

Built-in debug, profiling and 
performance analysis tools
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vitis can be used from a graphical user interface, or from the command line. The GUI is based on the Eclipse environment. Eclipse is an open source Integrated Development Environment framework. It supports plug-ins to allow the environment to be customized, in the case of Vitis, for building Xilinx accelerated applications. From the Vitis GUI you can develop and deploy your complete application.It supports concurrent programming of the host application and corresponding hardware kernels in your design. It supports automated build and executions flows, and includes build in tools for debug, verification and analysis of your design at multiple stages through your design flow. 
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Vitis flow

Three modes of operation
 Software Emulation
 Hardware Emulation
 Run on Hardware

Compilation time increases for each level

Emulation is faster, but is less detailed 
 Good for verifying functional correctness

Final performance evaluation needs to be done 
in real hardware

Recommended Flow
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Within the Vitis flow, there are three modes of operation for testing your design. In Vitis, you will usually write your host application and hardware kernels in software or using libraries. After you have written your code, the first step, as with any software project is to check that the code functions correctly. Rather than go through a full hardware build, which can take some time, we can verify the functional correctness of the code using Software Emulation. This emulates or virtualizes your hardware. This is an abstracted view and won’t include lower level details of the target hardware platform which aren’t necessary to verify functional correctness of your code. The next step is to run Hardware Emulation. In this step, code is generated for your target hardware. Hardware Emulation will take more time to build and run than software emulation, but not as long as running a full hardware build. You will again check that your design still functions correctly, but the main goal of the hardware emulation step will be to analyse your design and to optimize the performance and implementation of your hardware kernels and host code. The final step is to build and test your design in hardware. You can review and analyse the real-world performance of your design. This is the most accurate view of your system.  
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Testing and Execution Modes

Software Emulation Hardware Emulation Run on Hardware

Host application runs with a 
C/C++ or OpenCL model of the 
hardware Kernels

Host application runs with a 
simulated RTL model of the 
hardware Kernels

Host application runs with actual 
FPGA implementation of the 
hardware Kernels

Confirm functional correctness 
of the system

Test the host / kernel integration,
get performance estimates

Confirm system runs correctly 
and with desired performance

Fastest turnaround time Best debug capabilities Accurate performance results
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To look at each of the emulation modes in more detail;In CPU emulation mode the application runs with a C or OpenCL version of the kernels. Both the host application code and the kernel code are compiled to run on the host processor. This allows iterative algorithm refinement through fast build-and-run loops. This target is useful for identifying syntax errors, performing source-level debugging of the kernel code running together with application, and verifying the behavior of the system.In Hardware emulation kernel code is compiled into a RTL hardware model, which is run in a dedicated simulator. This build-and-run loop takes longer than software emulation but provides a detailed, cycle-accurate view of kernel activity. This target is useful for testing the functionality of the logic that will go in the FPGA and obtaining initial performance estimates. Because this mode relies on RTL simulation, it will be the slowest runtime. But this mode is most useful to test the host-kernel integration, and to get performance estimates and debug insight.When testing on hardware, the RTL hardware model gets implemented on the FPGA, resulting in a binary that will run on the actual FPGA.The Vitis compiler will generate the binary for the hardware accelerator, using the Vivado® Design Suite to run synthesis and implementation. Using the Vitis core development kit does not require knowledge of these tools; however, hardware-savvy developers can fully leverage these tools and use all the available features to implement the kernels. This is the longest build time, but should have the fastest runtime as you are using the real accelerator. 
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Host Framework and Execution Stack
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XRT runtime manages 
communication with the hardware 
or emulator

User Interface
 OpenCL popular in parallel computing
 C/C++ API, Python also supported

OpenCL
 Host application submits work to FPGA 

kernels using standard OpenCL API
 OpenCL runtime to manage kernel 

scheduling during execution

XRT Runtime libraries

XOCL XCLMGMT

Accelerator Platform

XRT accelerator stack 

Host application

User 
Physical Function

Management
Physical Function

https://xilinx.github.io/XRT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
XRT, the Xilinx Runtime is a collection of user and kernel space drivers that connect your host application to the accelerator target. On the right is a high level representation of the XRT stack for an Accelerator. XRT has broader uses cases, and supports other types of targets, but for now we’ll look at the high level case for an accelerator. In the case of an Alveo accelerator, it will appear in the host system as two PCIe physical functions; a Management Physical Function and User Physical Function.Under the XRT runtime libraries are the XOCL and the XCL management Linux drivers corresponding to these physical functions. The XOCL Linux driver interfaces with the user physical function. This is the main interface for data transfer to and from the hardware kernels. XOCL handles memory management and DMA operations, and scheduling and execution control of your design. The XCL management interface allows control and management of the accelerator platform. This includes programming of the FPGA device, managing clocks, monitoring sensors on the board such as power and temperature and other platform management functions. XRT also includes the libraries for debug, profiling, and emulation. When we run either of the emulation modes discussed previously, emulation is actually managed by XRT. We are focusing on the OpenCL flow, but XRT also supports other interfaces C/C++, python, and other domain specific interfaces. The host application uses the OpenCL API to submit work to the FPGA kernels. The OpenCL runtime will manage execution of the hardware kernels using XRT.More information on XRT: https://xilinx.github.io/XRT

https://xilinx.github.io/XRT
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Vitis environment
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Vitis IDE
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you open a project in the Vitis GUI, the workspace will have a default arrangement of panels. This is known as a perspective in the Eclipse environment, and multiple perspectives are available. Some key parts of the default design perspective include:The Explorer view: which displays project structure and associated source files. You will be able to access build files, and reports generated by the tool from here.The Assistant view: provides a central location to view and manage the projects of the workspace, and the build and run configurations of the project. You can interact with the various project settings and reports of the different configurations. From this view, you can build and run your Vitis IDE application projects, and launch the Vitis analyzer to view reports and performance data.The Project Editor view: Displays the current project, the target platform, the active build configuration, and specified hardware functions; You can edit project settings here.The code editor will also be displayed in this panel. The Console view: presents multiple views, including the command console, design guidance, project properties, logs, and terminal views.There are a number of pre-defined perspectives intended to match tasks. For example, if we switch to debugging the design, the perspective will switch and hide design elements and feature debug views. You can also create your own, or customize these default perspectives. 
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Building the Host Code
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Vitis builds host code and 
kernel code

Host code
 Written in C/C++, using 

OpenCL
 Build using g++
 Include XRT libraries

Hardware kernel code
 Written in C/C++/OpenCL or 

RTL 
 Built using the Vitis compiler 

v++

RTL or C/C++

Link

C/C++ with
OpenCL API

Link

Host Application
Executable

FPGA
Binary
(.xclbin)

CompileCompileCPU
Build Steps
(.o - object 
files)

Build Target
Selection

Host 
Application

FPGA
Kernels

Source Code

FPGA
Build Steps
(.xo - Xilinx 
object files)

CPU FPGA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We saw this view earlier. To recap, Vitis includes all the necessary toolchains to build host code and kernel code.The host program (written in C/C++ using OpenCL API calls) is built using the GNU C++ compiler (g++). Each source file is compiled to an object file (.o) and linked with the Xilinx Runtime (XRT) shared library to create the executable which runs on the host CPU.Compiling and linking follows the standard g++ flow. The only requirement is to include the XRT header files and link the XRT shared libraries.The hardware kernel again, written in C/C++ using OpenCL is built using the Vitis v++ compiler. Hardware developers can also write kernels using RTL. The kernel code is compiled into a Xilinx object file (.xo) and those Xilinx object files  are linked into an FPGA binary file (.xclbin).Tip: g++ supports many standard GCC options. For information refer to the GCC Option Summary.
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Building the hardware Kernel – FPGA Binary

.xo

RTL

package_xo

.xo

C/C++

v++ -c

.xo

OpenCL

v++ -c

V++ -l Target Platform
information

.xclbin

.xo

C/C++

Vivado HLS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The use model described for the Vitis a top-down approach, starting with C/C++ or OpenCL code, and working toward compiled kernels. However, you can also directly develop the kernel outside Vitis using other design tools to produce a Xilinx object (.xo) file and link kernels or objects using v++. This approach can be used for C/C++ kernels using the Vivado HLS tool. The Vivado HLS flow is very similar to what happens inside Vitis. Vitis calls the HLS tools under the hood to generate hardware designs. Using Vivado HLS outside Vitis allows you to validate kernel performance and perform optimizations on an individual IP, and export the Xilinx object file for use in Vitis. You may also be able to reuse existing HLS designs.Hardware designers may want to build RTL (Register Transfer Level) kernels using the Vivado Design Suite. Kernels written in RTL are compiled in the Vivado tool using the package_xo command line utility to generate the Xilinx object file (.xo).The approach of developing the kernel directly (either in RTL or C/C++) to produce an .xo file is sometimes referred to as the bottom-up flow. During the linking stage, .xo files from different kernels are linked with the hardware platform to create the FPGA binary container file (.xclbin).
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Debugging
Debugger Source Software 

Emulation
Hardware 
Emulation

System Run

GNU debugging (GDB) 
tool 

Host code

Kernel 
code

Limited support

Waveform-based kernel debugging
 Hardware designers use this approach

printf() or cout can be used
 C/C++-based kernels
 Only supported during software emulation
 Excluded from Vivado HLS synthesis

 OpenCL kernels
 Supports printf() for all build configurations: SW Emulation, HW Emulation, and system run

#ifndef __SYNTHESIS__
printf("Checkpoint 1 reached");

#endif
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vitis provides application-level debug features which allow the host code, kernel code, and the interactions between them to be debugged. The recommended debug flow consists of three levels:Software emulation is used to confirm the algorithm functionality of your host program and kernel code. For debug, we use a GDB flow, and have full visibility of the host and kernel code. The C/C++ and OpenCL kernel code is synthesized into RTL in the hardware emulation build. Debugging using a software-based GDB flow is fully supported during hardware emulation. The Vitis debugger maps the RTL code back to the original C/C++ source code. There is no difference in the process of using GDB for debugging in software or hardware emulation. However, there may not be a 1:1 mapping between the kernel code, and lower level RTL that has been generated in hardware emulation. Observability of some variables in the original software source for the kernel may be reduced. During hardware emulation, we can also use Waveform-based kernel debugging: A behavioral simulation of the generated RTL can be used to analyze the kernel logic. Hardware designers are likely to be familiar with this approach. This waveform-based HDL debugging is supported by Vitis using both the command line flow or through the IDE flow during hardware emulationDuring hardware execution we can still debug the host code, but we can no longer use GDB to debug the hardware kernel which is now running in hardware. Using printf() or cout is a very basic way to debug kernels. For application developers, printing checkpoint statements and outputting current values in the code is a simple method of identifying issues within the execution of a program. This can be done using the printf() function, or cout, for standard output.For C/C++ kernel models, printf() is only supported during software emulation and should be excluded from the Vivado HLS tool synthesis step.For OpenCL kernels, the Xilinx Runtime (XRT) library supports the OpenCL printf() built-in function within kernels in all build configurations: software emulation, hardware emulation, and during hardware execution.
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Profiling: Vitis Analyzer
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Vitis analyzer
 View and analyze the 

reports

Useful reports
 Compile Summary
 Link Summary
 Run Summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Vitis analyzer is a utility that allows you to view and analyze the reports generated while building and running the application. It is intended to let you review reports generated by both the Vitis compiler when the application is built, and the Xilinx® Runtime (XRT) library when the application is run. The Vitis analyzer can be used to view reports from both the v++ command line flow and the Vitis integrated design environment (IDE). You will launch the tool using the vitis_analyzer command.Generally, the Compile Summary, Link Summary, and Run Summary reports provide you a good overview of the specific steps in building and profiling the application to get an understanding of performance of application and optimization potential.The Compile Summary report is a good place to start reviewing individual kernels. The Link Summary report is useful for reviewing the FPGA binary (xclbin). This also loads the Compile Summary reports for included kernels. The Run Summary report provides profiling data related to the application execution
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Vitis Platform Supports and Guides Optimization 
Process
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Application Timeline View

I want to achieve…

Design Guidance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vitis has a design guidance tool that aims to automatically detect potential issues in a design, and provides immediate, actionable guidance to the software developer. These issues might be related to the source code or potential optimizations.Guidance is generated from the Vivado HLS tool, the Vitis profiler, and the Vivado Design Suite. The generated design guidance can have several severity levels. advisories, warnings, and critical warnings and errors may be provided. The profile design guidance helps you interpret the profiling results, which allows you to focus on improving performance.It is up to you to understand the specific guidance rules and take appropriate action if possible based on your specific algorithm and requirements.The guidance report highlights potential issues and directs you to additional information to resolve the issue.The application timeline collects and displays host and kernel events on a common timeline to help you understand and visualize the overall health and performance of your systems. The graphical representation lets you see issues regarding kernel synchronization and efficient concurrent execution.
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Thank You
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